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1. INTR~OLJCTI~N 
Boundedness, stability, and continuation properties for solutions of an 
ordinary differential equation 
dz/dt = f (t, z) (4 
have been studied by means of Liapunov functions by many authors 
[2, 51. These results were discussed assuming that there exists a single 
Liapunov function with several conditions for a differential equation (a). 
However, T. Yoshizawa [7] pointed out that in some cases the following 
theorem is more convenient when one considers a continuation property of 
solutions of a differential equation 
dx/dt = F( t, x, y), dyldt = G(t, x, Y 1, (b) 
where x is an n-dimensional vector, y is an m-dimensional vector, and 
F(t, x, y), G(t, x, y) are continuous on [0, co ) x R” x R”. 
THEOREM A [7]. Assume that corresponding to each T there exists a 
positive continuous function W,(t, x, y) satisfying the following conditions in 
thedomainO<tdT, 1x[*+Iyl’>Ri: 




Moreover assume that corresponding to each K and each T there exists a 
positive continuous function W2(tr x, y) satisfying the following conditions in 
thedomainO<t<T, Ixl>R,, Iyl<K: 
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W,( t, x, y) tends to infinity ungormly as 1x1 + CO, 63 
W,(t, x, y)~Co(x, Y) and D&W&r x, y)60. (0 
Then all solutions of(b) exist in the future. 
In this theorem, using two Liapunov functions, Yoshizawa [7] discussed 
continuation of solutions of (a). And recently Sugie [4] proved the 
continuation theorem for (b) by means of two Liapunov functions. And 
moreover he[3] gave a necessary and sufficient condition without requiring 
the Signum condition: xg(x) > 0 if 1x1 2 k for some k > 0, for the bounded- 
ness of solutions of the generalized Lienard equation 
dx/dt = y, dy/dt= -f(x)h(y)y-&)k(y) 
in which f and g are continuous on R and h and k are continuous, positive 
on R. Thus, the qualitative properties of solutions of (b) can be usefully 
described by means of two Liapunov functions. 
The purpose of this paper is to prove boundedness theorems of (b) by 
means of two Liapunov functions and the comparison theorem. 
2. NOTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS 
Rd denotes the d-dimensional Euclidean space, R+ denotes the non- 
negative real line, and C[X, Y] denotes the class of continuous mappings 
from the topological space X to the topological space Y. And set 
R,,,= [FERN: IyI GM], Z,= [xER~: [xl 2K], and (ZxZ),= [(x, y)~ 
R” x R”: 1x1 + I yl 2 L], where 1.1 denotes the suitable norm in R”. 
Moreover set R = R’. We consider the systems 
dxldt =f(t, x, Y) 
4W = At, x, Y h 
du/dt = h( t, u), 
(1) 
(2) 
dujdt = k( t, u) (3) 
wheref~C[RxR”xR”,R”],g~C[RxR”xR”,R”],h~C~R+xR+,R], 
and k E C[R+ x R+, R]. For a function WE C[R x R” x R”, R] which 
satisfies locally a Lipschitz condition, we define 
D(:,W(t,x,y)=limsup[:W(t+h,x+hf(t,x,y),y+hg(t,x,y)) 
h-O+ 
- Wt, x, y)llh. 
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Let (~(2, f,, x0, y,,), y(t, t,, -yo, yo)) denote the solution of (1) through 
(to. x0, yo). Next we give the detintions. 
DEFINITION 1. The solutions of (1) are said to be uniformly bounded. 
if for any a > 0 and any t,~ [0, xj), there exists a number /3(g) > 0 such 
that lx01 + lyol <a implies that I-x(& to, x0, y,)l < B(u) and ly(t, to, x0, yo)l 
-C/~(E) for all t b to where p(a) is independent of to. 
DEFINITION 2. The solutions of (1) are said to be uniformly ultimately 
bounded, if there exists a number B> 0 and if for any o! > 0 and any 
t, E [0, co), there exists a T(r) such that (x0( + 1 y,( < I implies that 
Ix(t, to, x0, yo)l -C B and ly(y, to, x0, yo)I <B for all t > to + T(M), where B 
is independent of the particular solution and 7’(a) is independent of to. 
3. THEOREMS AND PROOFS 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that there exist functions V(t, x, y) and h(t, u) 
satisfying the following conditions: 
h(t, U)E C[R+ x R+, R-J, (4) 
V(t, x, y)~ C[R+ x (Zx Z),,, R+] and V(t, x, y) 
is locally Lipschitzian in (x, y), (5) 
V( t, x, y) tends to infinity uniformly for (t, x) as I yl -+ co, (6) 
v~~x?Y)6b(bL IYlh where b(r, s) is continuous, (7) 
DG,V(t,x,y),<h(t, V(t,x,y)) for (t,x,~)ER+x(Zxz)~. (8) 
Moreover, suppose that for each M > 0, there exist functions W(t, x, y), 
k(t, u), and L(r) satisfying the following conditions: 
W(t, x, y)~ C[R+ x ZL(,,,,) x R,, R+] and W(t, x, y) 
is iocally Lipschitzian in (x, y), (9) 
k(t, U)E C[R+ x R+, R-J, (10) 
W(t, x, y) tends to infinity uniformly for (t, y) as (xl + co, (11) 
W(t, x2 Y) G Wl~ IYI 1, where c(r, s) is continuous, (12) 
D;, Wt, x, y)<Wt, W(t, x, Y)) for (t,x,y)ER+xZ,(,,xR,,,. (13) 
Then, if the soIutions of (2) and (3) are each untformly bounded, the solutions 
of (1) are also untformly bounded. 
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Proof. Let any a > 0 (a > p) and any t, E [0, co) be given. And let 
(x(f), y(t)) = (46 to, x0, yo), At, to, x0, yo)) be a solution of (1) passing 
through (to, x0, y,) with p < Ix01 + 1~~1 <a. Let a, = sup[ V(t, x, y): ?E R+, 
p < 1x1 + IyJ <a]. Since the solutions of (2) are uniformly bounded, there 
exists a number jl(al) > a such that r(t, to, uo) </?l(al) whenever luoj < aI, 
where r(t, to, uo) is the maximal solution of (2) through (to, uo). Thus from 
(6), we obtain a bz( >a) such that inf[ V(t, x, y): te R+, XE R”, lyl = b2] > 
fil(a,). Now without loss of generality we can suppose that p < Ix(t)/ + 
( y( ?)I, and suppose that there exists a solution (x(t), v(t)) of (1) such that 
Iv(t,)l = P2 for some t, > to, 
I.?J(t)l < 82 for t~(t,, tl). 
Then V(t,,~(t,),y(t,))>p,(a~). Now set uo=al. By the comparison 
theorem, we obtain V( t, x(t), y(t)) < r( t, lo, uo) for t 3 to, and therefore 
which is a contradiction. Therefore we have that Iv(t)1 < a2 for t > to. Next 
for this pz, there exists the corresponding function W(t, x, y) defined on 
06 t < co, 1x1 >L&), lyl </I2 by the assumption of the theorem. Now set 
a* = max[a, L(/?2)]. Since the solutions of (3) are uniformly bounded, 
there exists a number f13(a3) such that s(t, to, uo) < P3(a3) whenever 
looI Q a3, where a3 = sup[ W(t, x, y): CE R+, 1x1 = a*, lyl 6 fiz] and 
s(t, to, uo) is the maximal solution of (3) through (to, uo). Thus by (1 l), we 
obtain the number y > a* so large that 
infCW4 x, Y): t E R+, 1x1 = Y, lyl <Al b B,(d. 
Now suppose that there exists a solution (x(t), y(t)) of (1) such that 
Ix(tdl = a* for t, > to, 
Ix(t,)l = Y for t,>to, Ix(t)l <Y for t< t,, 
and 
a* < Ix(t)l <Y for te (f2, tI). 
Then we have that W(t,, x(t,), y(t,))>/?3(a,). Next set uo=a3. Then by 
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the comparison theorem, we obtain that W( t, s(t), J( 1)) < .Y( t, t,, 6”) for 
t 3 t2. Therefore we get that 
P3($)< wt,, .er,1> .dt,)) 
Gdf,, tz, 4)) 
< P3(a,), 
which is a contradiction. Thus it follows that Ix(t)1 < y for t 3 t,. Conse- 
quently, it follows that there exist positive numbers fiz and y such that if 
p < lxOj + lyOl 6 c(, then Ix(t)1 < y and Iy(t)l < f12 for all t > to. This implies 
that the solutions of (1) are uniformly bounded. This completes the proof. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that there exist ,functions V(t, x, y) and h(t, u) 
satisfying the following conditions: 
h(t, U)E C[R+ x R+, R], (14) 
V(t,x,y)~c[R+xR”xZ,,R+] and V(t,x,y) 
is locally Lipschitzian in (x, y), (15) 
a(lyl)< V(t,x, y)db(ly() where a(r)>0 and b(r)20 
are continuous, increasing and u(r) + co as r + co, (16) 
DG,V(t,x,y)<h(t, V(t,x,y)) for(t,x,y)ER+xR”xZ,,. (17) 
Moreover, suppose that for each A4 > 0, there exist functions W( t, x, y), 
k(t, u), and L(r) satisfying the following conditions: 
WC x, Y) E CCR+ x ZLcMj x R,, R+ 1 and Wt, x, y) 
is locally Lipschitzian in (x, y), (18) 
k(t, U)E C[R+ x Rf, R], (19) 
c(lxl)< W(t,x, y)<d(lx() wherec(r)+m asr+co 
and c(r) > 0, d(r) 3 0 are continuous, (20) 
~&,Wt,x,y)dk(t, W(t,x,y)) for(t,x,y)ER+xZ,(,,xR,. (21) 
Then, if the solutions of (2) and (3) are each untformly bounded, the solutions 
of (1) are also untformly bounded. 
Proof Let any a > 0 (E > p) and any to E [0, co) be given. And let 
(-4th y(f)) = (44 to, x0, yo), ~(4 to, x0, yo)) be a solution of (1) passing 
through (to, x0, y,) with p< lx01 + lyol <cr. Define a, = b(a). Since the 
solutions of (2) are uniformly bounded, there exists a number fir(a) such 
that r(t, to, uo)<Bl(a) whenever luol da,. Therefore from (16), we get a 
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number b =/?(a) such that a(/?) > j?,(a). By well-known consideration, we 
have that 
Iv(t)1 -=I P(a) for t 3 t,. 
Next set LY* = max[cr, L@)]. Since the solutions of (3) are uniformly 
bounded, there exists a number j2(c() such that s(t, t,, uO) < B*(M) whenever 
luO] <d(cr*), where s(t, t,, uO) is the maximal solution of (3) passing 
through (t,, uO). Thus from (20), we obtain a number Y(U) > CC* such that 
c(r(a)) > j&(c(). Now suppose that there exists a solution (x(t), y(t)) of (1) 
with p < lx01 + lyOl da such that 
Ix(t,)l = Y(M) for t, 1 t,, 
Ix(t,)l = cf* for t, > t,, Ix(t)l <y(a) for tct,, 
a* < Ix(t)l <-Y(a) for t E (t2, tl). 
Then from (20), c(y(a)) < W(t,, x(tl), y(t,)). And setting u0 = d(lx(t2)l), we 
have by the comparison theorem that 
wt,, x(t,), Y(tl))Qs(t,, t2, uo) 
< B2(a) 
< c(Y(a)), 
which is a contradiction. Therefore, we obtain numbers P(U) and y(a) such 
that if p < lx,, + ly,( < CY, then Ix(t)] <y(a) and Ill <j?(a) for all t 2 to. 
This implies that the solutions of (1) are uniformly bounded. 
THEOREM 3. Let the hypotheses of Theorem 2 hold. Moreover suppose 
that for each pair of any number K> 0 and the number A with b(p) < a(A), 
there exist functions U( t, x, y) and J( t, u) satisfying the following conditions: 
J(t, U)E C[R+ x R+, R], (22) 
U(t,x,y)~C[R+xZ~xR~,R+]andU(t,x,y) 
is locally Lipschitzian in (x, y), (23) 
p(lxl)bU(t,x,y)~q(lxl) wherep(r)>Oandq(r)>O 
are continuous, increasing, and p(r) -+ co as r + CO, (24) 
DG,U(t, x, y)dJ(t, U(t, x, Y)) for (6 x, y)eR+ xZ,x R,. (25) 
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If the solutions qf the scular equations (2) and (3) are each unijorml~~ 
bounded and the solutions of (2) and the d@rential equation 
du/dt = J( t, u ) t-26) 
are each un!formly ultimately bounded, then the solutions of (1) are ulso 
uniformly ultimately bounded. 
Proof Since the solutions of (1) are uniformly bounded by Theorem 2, 
it follows that for any fixed positive number 6 (>p), there exists a B such 
that b(d)<a(B) and Ix(t)1 <B, 1 y(t)1 <B if Ix,, + I y,J ~6. Take any a 
with c1> 6 and set a, = @LX). From the hypothesis that the solutions of the 
scalar equation (2) are uniformly ultimately bounded, for this a, there exist 
positive numbers N, and T, = T,(a) = T(a,) such that r(t, t,, u,,) < N, for 
t > to + T, whenever Iu,,/ d LY, . Take some positive number N such that 
a(N) > N, and set N* = max[N, B, S]. Consider the solution (x(t), y(t)) of 
(1) starting with (to, x0, yo) such that 6 < 1x0/ + jyol <r. Set uO = h((y,I). 
Then since without loss of generality we can suppose that ( v( t)l > p for all 
t > to, by the comparison theorem, 
Vt, x(t), y(t)) d r(t, to, uo) for t>to. 
If there exists a point t, with t, 3 to + T, such that Iv(t,)l 3 N*, then we 
obtain that 
a@‘*) G Vh, x(t,), .v(tk)) 
d r(t,, to, uo) 
which is a contradiction. Therefore, we get that Iy(t)l <N* for all 
t > to + T,. Next set CQ = ~(a). From the hypothesis that the solutions of 
(26) are uniformly ultimately bounded, for this a2 there exist positive num- 
bers N, and T, = T*(U)= T(az) such that s,(t, to, uo)< N2 for t> to+ T2 
whenever luol da,, where s,(t, to, uo) is the maximal solution of (26). Set 
K,* = max[N*, K] where K is a positive number with p(K) > N,. For this 
K and N*, since b(p) < b(6) < a(B) < a(N*), there exist functions U(t, x, y) 
and J(t, u) satisfying (22t(25) by the assumption of the theorem. Set 
T=T(a)=T,+T, and suppose Ix(t)l>K: for all tE[t,+T,, t,+T]. 
Then Ix(t)/ 3 K$, Iy(t)l < N* for t E [to + T,, to + T]. Hence set 
W,,=q(Ix(t,+ T,)I). Since U(t,+ T,, x(t,+ T,), y(t,+ T1))<wo, we have 
some time t2 such that max[t, + T,, to + T,] < t2 < to + T and 
P(K:) d Wt,, x(h), Ah)) 
Qs,(t,, to+ T,, wo) 
< P(K:). 
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This is a contradiction. Thus we get some t, which satisfies lx(t,)l < KT and 
to + T,(N) < t, 6 to + T,(a) + T2(~). Then since Ix(t,)l < Kf and jowl < 
N* < K:, by Theorem 2 there exists a positive number /?r(K;) such that 
Ix(t)l < bl(K,*) for all t B t,. Therefore setting B* = max[‘,(K:), N*], it 
follows that if 6 < (x01 + lyOl Q a and t, $0, then 
Ix(t)l <B* and IAt)l <B* 
for all t > to + T(a). Hence this implies that the solutions of (1) are 
uniformly ultimately bounded, which completes the proof. 
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